When making reservations


At the time of travel the child passenger must be between the ages of 5 and 17 years old.



Complete the guardian contact form.



You will need the names and phone numbers of the guardians that will be picking up and
dropping off the child passenger and alternate guardians in case of emergency (guardians
should be included for each direction). Children using our unaccompanied minor service
will only be released to individuals with valid photo I.D. who are listed on the guardian
contact form.



Read the rules for children traveling alone.



When choosing seats, we recommend selecting children traveling alone seats ("L" seats)
from the seat map.

Before going to the airport


If your child is traveling internationally, visit http://www.travel.state.gov to see if a letter of
consent is required for entrance or exit of any country traveled.



Check the status of your child's flight and weather conditions at alaskaair.com.



Pack a carry-on for your child with activities, any necessary medications, and snacks.



Ensure that your child has had a meal prior to the flight.



Provide your child with a debit or credit card for inflight purchases. Cash is not
accepted for inflight meals or entertainment tablets.



Provide your child a cell phone or prepaid phone card and important phone numbers so they
can contact you or someone else if needed en route.



Update or print your online guardian contact form using your child's confirmation code or eticket number.



Bring the guardian contact forms (departure and return) with you to the airport.

At the airport


Arrive at least 90 minutes prior to departure for domestic and 2 hours for international flights.



Notify a customer service agent at the ticket counter that the child is an unaccompanied
minor.



Let the customer service agent know if any information on the guardian contact form needs
to be updated.



Notify the customer service agent if a friend or family member will be meeting the child
passenger(s).



Sign the guardian contact form, acknowledging that you agree to the request for carriage and
have read and understood the rules for children traveling alone.



Pay the unnaccompanied minor service fee for the departure flight (the fee will also need to
be paid at the returning airport's ticket counter).



Obtain an escort pass from the ticket counter so that you can escort the child passenger
to/from the gate. A guardian listed on the guardian contact form must present a valid photo
I.D. to obtain an escort pass for meeting a child passenger at the gate.



Report to the gate with the child passenger at least 30 minutes prior to departure.



Introduce the child passenger to the gate agent.



Remain at the airport until a customer service agent has confirmed that the child passenger's
flight has departed.

